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Daughters who do not like mother, feel the lack of warmth and approval.They often have low
self-esteem, and they feel guilty for bad relations with the parent.Although the mother was not able
to feel love for her daughter, no guilt of the child.

There are mothers who experience the feeling of guilt, there are those that you feel ignore.And
someone is just not aware of this.Types of behavior of such mothers are different, sometimes they
can mix or change.

This is important to understand, because in certain cases, the daughter should not blame himself for
the fact that the relationship does not add up.In other situations, the mother, aware of the problem,
will be able to change their attitude towards her daughter.

Disregarding mother

The girl, brought up by such a mother, is not sure of the manifestation of his own emotions.Decited
by attention since childhood, already adult, feels insecurity and shy attention to others.He feels like
recognition, but it is afraid to get it, because the desire of such a girl is an insignificant trifle.

Disranged mothers do not perceive the desires of their children seriously.Always decide everything
for them, ignore the child and do not believe that the babies can have his own opinion.

This behavior is noticeable in everything.Manifests from the lungs before aggressive actions.That is,
from small ridicule until the child is completely ignored.This mother explains its behavior of extreme
employment.

But the need for girls in love does not get smaller, and she tries to get it in any way.Good estimates,
behavior, actions or something else, which might like mothers.

Such girls deserve love moms all their life.And being adults, the love of those surrounding
unconsciously continue to deserve.Controlling mother

The kind of dismissive relationship.Such a mother manages his daughter in everything by putting
her a sense of uncertainty and helplessness.This mother explains his behavior of good intentions.

In fact, it turns out that the mother indicates a child for his inability to make decisions and distrust.

Such girls grow unsure, it is extremely difficult to make independent decisions.Emotionally
inaccessible mother
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This mother is in every way removed from his daughter, and in some cases gives love to another
child.Explanation of this restraint and inability to show emotions.

Such a mother does not contact the child physically, does not perceive his emotions and desires,
from an early age does not hug a child, does not regret, does not take himself.

Girls such parents are confused.After all, such behavior does not correspond to the image of
mom.They grow with pain and feeling that they did not love them.Militant mother

Such a mother seeks to fully rule over her daughter.Permanent accusations, criticism and
manipulation fell on the child.

Their daughters grow with the fear of responsibility for the mother.They are confident that if mom is
upset or feels bad, they are to blame for this.Mother just manipulates, using the feeling of guilt and
shame of the child.Also may insult and punish physically.Justifying your behavior, assures that he
wants to raise a good daughter.

It grows such a child in fear to do something wrong.Unreliable mother

From such a mom is unknown to wait.Today she can hug and show care, tomorrow to criticize, and
the day after tomorrow and not to notice at all.It all depends on the presence, or the absence of the
public.Or simply makes how she wants at the moment, without paying any attention to the needs
and feelings of his daughter.

This mother will bring in the daughter a sense of emotional unreliability, distrust and
insecurity.Narcissistic mother

Such a mother thinks only about himself and about the opinions of others.The daughter sees only
the continuation of himself.It is not inclined to empathy, but is very passionate about his appearance
and focused on himself.

This mother controls his daughter completely and manipulates it.This allows it to exalt itself and feel
satisfaction.

Her daughters grow with a sense of shortness and live in the shade of the mother.

What kind of mother are you?And what was your mom? Daughters who do not like mother, feel the
lack of warmth and approval.They often have low self-esteem, and they feel guilty for bad relations
with the parent.Although the mother was not able to feel love for her daughter, no guilt of the child.

There are mothers who experience the feeling of guilt, there are those that you feel ignore.And
someone is just not aware of this.Types of behavior of such mothers are different, sometimes they
can mix or change.



This is important to understand, because in certain cases, the daughter should not blame himself for
the fact that the relationship does not add up.In other situations, the mother, aware of the problem,
will be able to change their attitude towards her daughter.

Disregarding mother

The girl, brought up by such a mother, is not sure of the manifestation of his own emotions.Decited
by attention since childhood, already adult, feels insecurity and shy attention to others.He feels like
recognition, but it is afraid to get it, because the desire of such a girl is an insignificant trifle.

Disranged mothers do not perceive the desires of their children seriously.Always decide everything
for them, ignore the child and do not believe that the babies can have his own opinion.

This behavior is noticeable in everything.Manifests from the lungs before aggressive actions.That is,
from small ridicule until the child is completely ignored.This mother explains its behavior of extreme
employment.

But the need for girls in love does not get smaller, and she tries to get it in any way.Good estimates,
behavior, actions or something else, which might like mothers.

Such girls deserve love moms all their life.And being adults, the love of those surrounding
unconsciously continue to deserve.Controlling mother

The kind of dismissive relationship.Such a mother manages his daughter in everything by putting
her a sense of uncertainty and helplessness.This mother explains his behavior of good intentions.

In fact, it turns out that the mother indicates a child for his inability to make decisions and distrust.

Such girls grow unsure, it is extremely difficult to make independent decisions.Emotionally
inaccessible mother

This mother is in every way removed from his daughter, and in some cases gives love to another
child.Explanation of this restraint and inability to show emotions.

Such a mother does not contact the child physically, does not perceive his emotions and desires,
from an early age does not hug a child, does not regret, does not take himself.

Girls such parents are confused.After all, such behavior does not correspond to the image of
mom.They grow with pain and feeling that they did not love them.Militant mother

Such a mother seeks to fully rule over her daughter.Permanent accusations, criticism and
manipulation fell on the child.



Their daughters grow with the fear of responsibility for the mother.They are confident that if mom is
upset or feels bad, they are to blame for this.Mother just manipulates, using the feeling of guilt and
shame of the child.Also may insult and punish physically.Justifying your behavior, assures that he
wants to raise a good daughter.

It grows such a child in fear to do something wrong.Unreliable mother

From such a mom is unknown to wait.Today she can hug and show care, tomorrow to criticize, and
the day after tomorrow and not to notice at all.It all depends on the presence, or the absence of the
public.Or simply makes how she wants at the moment, without paying any attention to the needs
and feelings of his daughter.

This mother will bring in the daughter a sense of emotional unreliability, distrust and
insecurity.Narcissistic mother

Such a mother thinks only about himself and about the opinions of others.The daughter sees only
the continuation of himself.It is not inclined to empathy, but is very passionate about his appearance
and focused on himself.

This mother controls his daughter completely and manipulates it.This allows it to exalt itself and feel
satisfaction.

Her daughters grow with a sense of shortness and live in the shade of the mother.

What kind of mother are you?And what was your mom?


